STANDING ORDER NO. : 19/2006

Sub: Recalling the Bills of Entry under RMS regarding.
This Commissionerate has issued S.O. No. 06/2006 dated 21.02.2006, for operationalising the Risk Management System (RMS).

2. It is observed that different practices are being followed for recalling the Bills of Entry, which have been assessed/processed under RMS. The following procedure may be followed for recalling the Bills of Entry processed under RMS.

3. If the request for recall is from CHA / Importer, the request has to be handled by Groups as it was handled earlier (that is prior to introduction of RMS). The Group will maintain records of each such case where such recall has been done and suitable Departmental Comments may be entered into the System.

4. In all other cases, Bills of Entry processed in RMS may be recalled with prior approval of Joint Commissioner of Customs incharge of the Group. In respect of ACP clients the recall can be done with the approval of the Commissioner of Customs.
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